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Beethoven in National Socialist Political Culture
by
David B. Dennis
Paper for the “Musicology Colloquium Series,” Music and
History Departments
University of Wisconsin, Madison, 14 February 1997
We will constantly achieve success if we stride forward on the
highpoints of [our] spiritual heritage...: if we stride forward from
Beethoven to Hitler.
Eugen Hadamovsky, (1934)[1]
Sometime in 1934, shortly before emigrating from Germany, the photo journalist
Alfred Eisenstaedt did a story on the Beethovenhaus in Bonn. Having climbed
the narrow steps of the apartment, he prepared to take a shot of the cramped
attic room where the great composer had been born. "By sheer coincidence," in
his words, "the Nazis came into the room. . . and laid a wreath with a swastika
at the base of [Beethoven’s] bust in honor of the Führer’s birthday. After they
left, I took the picture both with and without the swastika. I was a little afraid
to remove it, but I was willing to take a chance for a good picture."[2]
Beyond the action of the few Nazis involved or the risky counteraction of
Eisenstaedt, this appropriation of a Beethoven icon belonged to was part of a
grand propaganda scheme undertaken by the cultural politicians of National
Socialism. Their purpose was to persuade the German public to revere Ludwig
van Beethoven not only as a great composer, but as a man who had held views
comparable to those of Nazi leaders. In fact, people were expected to believe
that he had attempted to express them in his music.
Historians of the National Socialist phenomenon ism have established that its
propaganda had a pronounced "aesthetic" aspect. Recognizing, along with
heads of other modern mass movements, that twentieth-century politics involves
reaching tremendous numbers of people, National Socialist leaders resolved to
communicate their messages through existing cultural images, phrases and sym-
bols. Through literary reference, visual ornament, architectural design, dramatic
presentation, cinematic display and musical atmosphere, the Nazis imbued their
movement with almost religious pageantry.[3] By analyzing publications, dramas,
paintings, sculptures, buildings, rallies and films of the Nazi period, scholars
have pieced together most of the literary and visual parts of the ceremonial
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atmosphere formed by NSDAP propaganda. But few have construed the role that
music has played in the Gesamtkunstwerke orchestrated by National Socialist
ideologues.
Those who have determined Nazi policies toward serious-music performers and
performances have made an important contribution to filling in this part of
National Socialist cultural history.[4] Knowledge about the fate of conductors,
orchestras and concerts proves that party leaders took their "Musikpolitik"
seriously. However, it does not show how they made the music itself part of their
"liturgy." This entails assessing how Nazis desired "their" music to be understood
and how they forced Germans to so interpret it. Study of how they appropriated
Beethoven’s music and legend affords many insights into this aspect of Nazi
"Kulturpolitik."
Nazi ideologues of the National Socialist Party believed that formulating and
diffusing a "nazified" interpretation of the art and life of Beethoven, along with
other "German Masters," was part of their mission to gain the confidence of
the German people. Nazis fabricated a version of the "Beethoven Myth"[5] to
accomplish some of the principle goals of their cultural politics: to demonstrate
their "völkisch" objective of reestablishing "traditional values"; to present their
movement as a "respectable" one of high- cultural taste; and most importantly,
to intimate that legendary German heroes would have agreed with their policies.
Tracing the evolution of a "National Socialist Beethoven" involves studying
party control over institutions of music production and its direction of music
scholarship, education and criticism. Analysis of scholarly works, newspaper
articles, school textbooks, concert programs, radio transmissions, newsreels and
feature films reveals how the ideological weapon of a nazified Beethoven was
wielded.
All professional organizations for musicians in Germany were subsumed under
the Nuremberg Civil Servants Law of 7 April 1933. They were thus incorporated
into the state apparatus and forced to "cleanse"purge themselves of non-”Aryans”
and communists. On 7 June 1934, the Association of German Musicians was in-
tegrated with into Goebbels’ Reich Culture Chamber (Reichskulturkammer) and
renamed the Reich Music Chamber (Reichsmusikkammer). According to Peter
Raabe, its president after 1935, music under the control of the Reichsmusikkam-
mer was "to serve a social function, to be clearly defined in subordination to the
general aims of National Socialism, and to be denied traditional autonomy. . . ."[6]
The world of music performance was henceforth at the disposal of the state, and
leaders made extensive use of it. The Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra performed
throughout Europe as an ambassador of German culture until the end of the war.
Other orchestras and music groups were made part of the liturgical pageantry of
state functions and rallies. Throughout the period of the Third Reich, programs
of all orchestras were carefully monitored according to the dictates of Nazi music
theory and the needs of party propagandists.[7]
More important than controlling music performers was mastering those who
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determined how music was conceived: music scholars and critics. These persons
could ensure that Germans would comprehend music as the Nazis wished. Strin-
gent supervision of music critics, music theorists and other musicological scholars
was the primary means by which the Nazis attempted to imbue music with the
political meaning they preferred, and adjust audiences’ perceptions accordingly.
Music scholars and educators were subjected to the same measures that affected
their colleagues academics in other fields. At the Prussian Academy of the Arts
in 1933, writer Heinrich Mann and artist Käthe Kollwitz were forced to resign for
signing a proclamation calling for resistance to the Nazis. In the world of music
education, Leo Kestenberg and Paul Hindemith were treated in comparable
fashion. No music scholar could publish work contrary to the National Socialist
line and expect to retain his or her position.
Outlets of music criticism were also swiftly coordinated. All progressive music
journals were eliminated or transformed into organs of Nazi music theorypolicy.
After 1933 the Zeitschrift für Musik, originally founded by Robert Schumann,
began "to express confidence in the new order and communicate government
policies toward music."[8] Likewise was Die Musik "made to coincide with the
‘national’ press."[9] In 1940, both of these publications were united with the
Allgemeine Musikzeitung and the Neues Musikblatt to form a journal entitled
Musik im Kriege. Music critics themselves complied with the strictures of the
regime by founding organizations such as the "Study Group of Berlin Music
Critics" and the "Reich Union of German Radio Critics." Membership in both
"was predicated on national sentiment and Aryan ancestry....All German critics
were to be included through strict national organization."[10]
Thus did Goebbels and his Reichskulturkammer expropriate the machinery
necessary for diffusing National Socialist music interpretations and molding
this art form into a propaganda instrument. Michael Meyer, historian of the
administrative aspects of Nazi Musikpolitik, has shown that National Socialists
"justified totalitarian design and practice" in music analysis by insinuating
that composers endorsed specific political, social, and military schemes.[11]
According to National Socialist operatives, atonal music was not just "alien"
(artfremde), as earlier music conservatives had argued, but "musical Bolshevism"
created by internationalist Jewry to cause worldwide chaos in preparation for
revolution. Supporters of "progressive" music trends were branded "active agents
of subversion" who wrote music meant to "undermine the blood and soul of the
German people."[12]
While warning of cultural and national enemies, Nazi pamphleteers also used
music criticism to legitimate party dogma. "German Masters" were "Germanic"
not only because of their “Aryan” background or their "native" (arteigene) styles
of musical expression, but because they had "Weltanschauungen" comparable to
Hitler’s own. No matter how anachronistic, signs were sought in the biographies
of important German composers to show that they would have supported at
least the spirit of nationalist, militarist and anti-communist views. Insisting
that music could be interpreted in literal terms, Nazi functionaries read into
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compositions general meanings or even clear messages sanctioning their political
opinions.[13]
These methods of cultural-political musicology were not innovations of the "Hitler
State." At least in the case of Beethoven, such procedures had been undertaken
well before the "Machtergreifung" by every major group in the German political
spectrum. The common attribution of the processes of Musikpolitik solely to
Nazi propagandists is inaccurate.[14] However, with Hitler’s accession to power,
the NSDAP was able to refine and expand these techniques without restriction.
In implementing Beethoven as a symbol for National Socialism, scholars and
critics had to work to make the "idea of Beethoven" fit into their schema. Critical
exertion was necessary because, curiously, Beethoven’s worthiness of the status of
German hero was contested among völkisch and racial scholars. Unlike Richard
Wagner, whose allegiance to the German nation, skepticism about revolutionary
politics (after he had renounced his participation in the failed uprisings of 1849),
and racial "purity" were beyond question, Beethoven was a problematic case
for Nazi culture-makers: some of his political actions and statements could be
interpreted as having been "left of center," if not actually revolutionary.[15] This
was bothersome to those intent on making him a hero of the authoritarian right.
Even more disquieting to racial "scholars" was Beethoven’s physical appear-
ance. While portraits and observations by his contemporaries differ tremen-
dously, all reveal that Beethoven had few of the characteristics associated with
"Aryan" stereotypes.[16] Noticing this, important racial "scientists" concluded
that Beethoven had been of "impure blood." Careful analysis of his portraits,
they said, led to the "discoveries" that although his eye color may have been
blue [it was not], he was short, had dark hair, and swarthy skin. Based on these
"findings," race experts such as Hans F.K. Günther and Ludwig Ferdinand-Clauss
determined that Beethoven’s genetic background was "mixed":
We must describe the racial mixture that is present in Beethoven as
fälisch-Nordic-eastish-and-westish.[17]
Nevertheless, although their party ideology was firmly grounded upon tenets of
racial "science," Nazi propagandists did not accept the conclusion that Beethoven
had been of impure racial stock. Upholding this position would have meant
discarding Beethoven’s music as "alien." But leading spokesmen for the Nazi
Party wished to designate Beethoven’s art a symbol of how the German Volk
would thrive under Hitler’s rule: his legend was too valuable to be repudiated.
Therefore, they made a concerted effort to rehabilitate him as a nordic hero.
The Völkischer Beobachter recognized its duty to "purify" Beethoven for National
Socialist applications. Edited by Alfred Rosenberg, the principal paper of the
Nazi movement countered concerns about Beethoven by officially vouching
for his racial acceptability. A number of articles produced with the obvious
intent of cleansing Beethoven of physical impurities appeared in the "Art and
Culture" section of this paper. One of these, "Portrait of his Heredity" (Erbbild),
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attempted to dispel worry about Beethoven’s racial background by stressing that
his grandfather was of Germanic ancestry:
In the portrait of Ludwig van Beethoven’s grandfather by Nadour,
the court painter in Bonn, we see a conspicuously nordic head of the
finest racial stamp.[18]
Another, "The Outward Appearance of Beethoven" (Erscheinungsbild) did the
same for the grandson. This report opened with a seemingly innocuous cita-
tion from Anton Schindler’s contemporary depiction of the composer’s stocky
physique, overbearing laugh, and messy hair. The Nazis revealed their ulterior
motive with a telling "correction" of Schindler’s observations. To the sentence
wherein Schindler stated that Beethoven’s "forehead was high and wide; his
brown eyes small" the Nazis added the question, "(blue?)," insinuating that
Beethoven’s worshipful secretary had not described his eye-color accurately.[19]
Thereafter, the passage continued without additional annotations in a way which
nevertheless indicated why the Völkischer Beobachter reproduced it:
The tint of Beethoven’s face was yellowish. He usually lost this, how-
ever, through his wanderings in free nature during the summertime,
when he received a good baking and his skin came to be covered with
a fresh varnish of red and brown.[20]
Evidently, this citation was expected to discount reports that Beethoven was a
"dark" racial type, since it implied that his skin was browned by the sun.
Confirmation of this assumption came in the next paragraph. Opening with the
revelatory information that
Friederich August Klöber, the sculptor who made a bust of Beethoven
in 1818 and who also painted [him], reports to us in words and in im-
ages that Beethoven’s eye-color was grey-blue [original emphasis],[21]
this paragraph went on to pronounce the NSDAP opinion of racial scholars who
had questioned Beethoven’s genetic purity:
Dr. Hans Günther errs decidedly when, in his Rassenkunde des
deutschen Volkes, he characterizes Beethoven as predominantly East-
ern. Quite aside from the fact that the talent for musical creation
does not arise in the eastern races.[22] [original emphasis]
Thus did the Völkischer Beobachter try to eradicate signs that Beethoven might
not have been worthy of leadership status in the racially pure Volk Nazis
fantasized.
In this cover-up designed for public consumption, the Nazis apparently did
not consider sophisticated explanations of the discrepancy between Beethoven’s
appearance and his supposed significance as a nordic hero necessary. For a mass
audience, the "big lie" sufficed: the Völkischer Beobachter simply insisted that
Beethoven was of pure German descent and justified its position by misrepre-
senting contemporary descriptions.
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A more persuasive argument was needed to pacify race "experts" who called
for strict adherence to racial criteria in choosing party heroes. A secondary
school teacher from Bochum, Richard Eichenauer, provided the Nazis with
the racial-scientific assessment required to justify use of Beethoven as a party
symbol. An obscure völkisch thinker,[23] Eichenauer was not a trained scholar of
music. However, his book, Music and Race (1937), synthesized racial sociology
Germanic ideology and music history in a way National Socialist ideologues
found useful.[24]
Opening his chapter on Beethoven, Eichenauer admitted that he had agreed with
the negative evaluations of Beethoven’s racial ancestry made by Günther and
Ferdinand-Clauss. Upon reconsidering the issue of "Beethoven’s racial-scientific
representation," however, Eichenauer felt himself "required to deviate in many
ways from the views that [he] had expressed earlier."[25] Having sensed or been
told that the Nazi leadership wished to employ Beethoven as an ideological
symbol, Eichenauer altered his opinion. In the rest of his discussion he labored
rigorously to force Beethoven into the National Socialist paradigm of racial
acceptability.[26]
Eichenauer’s efforts to reinstate Beethoven began with a partial retraction of the
view he had shared with other racial scholars: he had never said that Beethoven’s
"spirit" or "world of tones" were racially mixed, only his physical qualities.[27]
Beethoven’s attitudes, actions, expressions and art were clearly not "eastern."[28]
In fact, Beethoven’s Germanic "fighting nature" was greater than that of any
purely Aryan composer, including Schütz, Bach, Händel, Gluck, and Haydn.[29]
This was because, Eichenauer said, Beethoven had fought "like the descendent
of a dragon-slayer" to overcome his racial impediment and create the greatest of
"nordic music."[30] Since Beethoven had struggled to overcome his mixed nature,
Eichenauer felt he should be considered even more nordic than they had been.
He concluded:
We believe that we have shown that Beethoven’s un-nordic inheritance
worked, in the highest sense, not as an limitation, but as a steady
impetus for raising himself to become nordic. So he is to us, in spite
of his undoubtedly impure nordic nature, one of the most stirring
developers of the inner soul [and therefore] a nordic fighter and
hero.[31]
Thus did Eichenauer help to save Beethoven’s legend from extermination by the
Nazis.
Nevertheless, diligent wardens of the Aryan community discovered another aspect
of Beethoven’s family background which could have led to trouble: problems with
his father.[32] Since Johann van Beethoven had been a heavy drinker and rather
unethical, some National Socialist ideologues perceived difficulties correlating the
life of Ludwig with their theories of inheritance. If blood and family background
were the basis for acceptance in the Nazi Gemeinschaft, Beethoven could not be
one of its icons: his father’s record was wholly unacceptable. Nazi scholars had
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to come to the composer’s rescue again.
To mitigate this additional family "problem," some Nazi interpreters brazenly
defied the historical record by contending that Beethoven’s father had not been
an unruly sort at all. In an article entitled "The Truth About Beethoven’s Father,"
Die Musik presented Johann van Beethoven as having had "a heroic fighting
nature of nordic essence." By trying to establish a "German Theatre" in Bonn,
Die Musik vindicated, Johann had attempted a "nationalistic deed." Therefore,
this newly nazified journal concluded, the "heroic [aspects] of Beethoven’s works"
could be seen as "racial-spiritual monuments" to the "deeds of his father."[33]
Ludwig Schiedermair, then director of the Beethovenhaus in Bonn, also had a
remedy for this blemish on his hero’s background. In an article on "Beethoven’s
Parents" for the Völkischer Beobachter, he contended that the damning of
Beethoven’s father was unjust. Notions that he was a drunk were, according
to Schiedermair, errors committed by persons who did not understand the
importance of alcohol in Rhenish culture. The idea that Beethoven derived
from a "family swamp" (Familiensumpf ) was absurd, Schiedermair avowed in a
cyclical argument, because this would "contradict biological laws."[34]
In a sick twist of thought, Schiedermair suggested that his resolution of this issue
invalidated arguments against "legal measures of sterilization or castration." Some,
he said, had contested such legislation by referring to Johann van Beethoven.
Under its strictures, they contended, he would have been castrated and his
great son never born. Schiedermair considered this stance preposterous only
because he was sure Johann had not been racially or emotionally inferior, and
therefore would not have been subject to sterilization under National Socialist
law.[35] Thus did the head of the Beethovenhaus ingratiate himself with party
authorities.[36]
Other Nazi biographers maintained that although Beethoven’s father had been
an unsavory figure, the composer had hated him.[37] Intimating that he was
more attached to her than to his father, Nazi literature emphasized Beethoven’s
love for his mother. Much was made of the fact that Beethoven had written,
upon her death:
She was such a good mother, so worthy of love. She was my best
friend. Oh, who was as lucky as I when I could still cry out the sweet
name, "Mother," and it would be heard.[38]
Magdelena van Beethoven was frequently portrayed as a traditional mother-type
who cared for the kitchen and served as a refuge from the father.[39] By so
depicting her, the Nazis achieved two goals: they promoted a model for their
notion of the woman’s place in traditional family life and they insinuated that
Beethoven had received a greater amount of her more "acceptable" blood.
The job of decontaminating Beethoven was essentially finished by race "scholar,"
Walther Rauschenberger. In "Racial Features of Beethoven and His Nearest
Relatives," written for Volk und Rasse, the "Journal of the Reich Committee
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for the Volk’s Health Service and the German Society for Racial Hygiene,"
Rauschenberger gave Beethoven a clean bill of (racial) health. Rauschenberger
resolved the issue of Beethoven’s heritage by verifying and sharpening Richard
Eichenauer’s argument. In spite of his "mixed" racial appearance and imperfect
family background, Rauschenberger reiterated, Beethoven had created compelling
"nordic" art:
Nordic are, above all, the heroic aspects of his works which often rise
to titanic greatness. It is significant that today, in a time of national
renovation, Beethoven’s works are played more often than any others,
that one hears his works at almost all events of heroic tenor.[40]
Thus did Rauschenberger deem Beethoven’s music appropriate for use at National
Socialist events regardless of his "tainted" heritage. He, with the help of other
racial "experts," guaranteed Beethoven’s eligibility for Nazi hero status and
sanctioned this practice, which party propagandists obviously wanted to continue.
Upon completing this process of racial purification, Nazi propagandists aimed to
use Beethoven and his music to symbolize their ideological program. However,
even after this reevaluation of his heredity, the case of Beethoven was still
problematic for the Nazi cultural leadership. Though Beethoven could, with
some reservations, be counted as a member of the German race, the fact remained
that he had exhibited some leftist political tendencies. This necessitated purging
his image of contamination by socialist political ideology.[41]
To minimize Beethoven’s enthusiasm about the French Revolution and the rise
of Napoleon, analysts associated with the Nazi Party contended that whereas
Beethoven had been exposed to revolutionary (in their words, "French," "cos-
mopolitan" and "internationalist") political ideals, he was "always a Rhinelander"
at heart. As such, they felt, he could not maintain such opinions uncondition-
ally. When it came to defending his nation against French rule, the Völkischer
Beobachter held, Beethoven had always sided with Germany: though he tem-
porarily suffered from what he called "revolutionary fever," his heart remained
with his German "Heimat."[42]
Substantiation of these assertions was offered in various stilted forms. One essay
in the Völkischer Beobachter reviewed the story of the Schloss Gratz incident.
In 1806, Beethoven fled the country home of Prince Lichnowsky after refusing
to perform on the piano for guests who included French officers. Significantly
titled "The Patriot," the Nazi version retold this legend without mentioning the
standard explanation of Beethoven’s anger on this occasion: that his artistic
pride had been affronted. They implied that he had acted on nationalistic
impulse alone.[43]
In articles like "The Words of Beethoven," National Socialist journalists ripped
citations out of context, including Beethoven’s jest that "power" was his "moral-
ity" and his angry wish that he could meet Napoleon on the battlefield, as
evidence that the composer had been a violent enemy of the French.[44] Care-
fully selected and often doctored material like this suited the Nazis’ purpose
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of using Beethoven’s image to maintain national commitment in the struggle
against Germany’s perennial enemy. In the words of another Nazi publication,
the Deutsche Arbeiterpresse of Vienna, all Germans had to fight along with
National Socialists to keep Beethoven’s spirit from being appropriated by the
French:
Woe if [Beethoven’s] spirit is ever stolen from us, since that would
mean ultimate defeat, because this spirit is German spirit.[45]
More than an enemy of France, Nazis presented Beethoven as a "fighting man." To
this end, they revived a First World War anecdote about the fate of Beethoven’s
grand nephew. "Landsturmmann Beethoven: A Wartime Memory" narrated the
true story of a German officer who trained men called up to serve during World
War I. Among his charges was the last descendent of Beethoven, a grandson
of nephew Karl. This Beethoven was not cut out for military service, and the
bulk of the story tells of his comic efforts to survive the training. The end of the
piece, however, carried a different tone:
A few days later I entered the Officer’s School [where they were
encamped] and, as I dismissed my squad, squeezed Beethoven’s hand
with particularly heart-felt feelings. Tears rolled down his cheeks. A
half of a year later he was no longer among the living. He died in a
garrison hospital of blood-poisoning caused by a leg-wound that he
had neglected. The sad end of Landsturmmann Beethoven. The last
descendent of the Creator of the ‘Ninth’![46]
The editors must have estimated that had they not already convinced Germans
that Beethoven would support his nation at war, record of his descendent’s service
might. Implicit in this article was the notion that Beethoven too would have
fought in the First World War, and could be considered a symbolic flag-bearer
in future battles.
The Deutsche Arbeiterpresse hoped the biography of Beethoven would signify
that military strength was necessary and desirable:
Let Youth apprehend the spirit of Beethoven, and thereby learn
and comprehend in the deepest sense [the fact] that Life means
Struggle."[47]
Beethoven’s modern German admirers, this journal added, should emulate him
not as an artist, but as a warrior, for that was what Nazi Germany required:
To love Beethoven means to love battle and to honor the essence of
heroism. We need this.[48]
Nazis also denied that Beethoven had been a supporter of democratic ideals.
They asserted instead that he recognized the need for autocratic leadership and
would have seconded the National Socialist call for the strong hand of a Führer.
Again, Eichenauer came up with a way to dismiss rumors that Beethoven had
been a "democrat":
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If one calls Beethoven a "democrat," one must be aware of the
difference in the meaning of the word between then and now. God
knows he was never a representative of mushy feelings for the masses;
even the Seid umschlungen Millionen makes him less a democrat
in this sense than the spiritually related Schiller. He had wished to
honor outstanding men in Napoleon. As soon as he found him to be
a small man, he ripped up his dedication. That is representative of a
wholly aristocratic outlook.[49]
The Völkischer Beobachter similarly stipulated that Beethoven "had no absolute
hatred of aristocrats,"[50] holding that what Beethoven had really liked about
Napoleon were his powerful personality and strong-arm tactics:
What made him enthusiastic about Napoleon were not the political
views of the Consul, but rather [his] fascinating personality...[which]
with a strong hand transformed the chaos of the gruesome revolution
into state order.[51]
Ultimately, the paper argued, Beethoven feared "chaos" brought on by "revolu-
tionary fever" and recognized that authoritarian rule was occasionally necessary:
He did not close his mind to the understanding that in special times of
anarchical uprising an oligarchic aristocracy had its attractions.[52]
Thus was Beethoven cleared of suspicion that he might have opposed National
Socialist plans to overcome the "anarchy" of the Weimar era by force.
Once determined no risk to national or racial security, Beethoven was promoted
in the Third Reich as having shared National Socialist political ideals. Beethoven,
the musical warrior, fighting victoriously against the enemies of the German peo-
ple, was compared by "objective" scholars like Hans Joachim Moser to "Parsival
at the Round Table of King Arthur."[53] In Moser’s opinion, his works "had a
sound which was holy for every German" since the "holy circulation of the Volk’s
blood pounds in the music of Beethoven."[54] By listening to them, said others,
Germans would sense the "roots and demands of the Fatherland" and be moved
to use the "central power of the homeland" to achieve world-historical status, as
Beethoven had.[55]
The idea of Beethoven as "world conqueror" was an important element of the
Nazi edition of his Mythos.
The Beethoven portrait of our time should in no way be limited
or stunted...; only then will it do justice to the great man’s power
to have political effect, which shows itself in the fact that all those
peoples of the earth which it has peacefully subjugated consider his
art an admirable manifestation of German style....It is Beethoven
that we have to thank for founding a musical world-literature of
German-national origins. The only comparable spiritual domination
of the world to spread from Germany was [that] of Goethe.[56]
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Such descriptions of Beethoven as "conqueror" were part of an effort to associate
him with Adolf Hitler. Rejecting all former interpretations of Beethoven as a
"democrat" or even an "aristocrat" as the outmoded thought of "parliamentarians,"
Nazis said he had yearned for a "Führer-personality":
We will today no longer speak of a "democratic folk-overture to
Egmont." [Instead] we will fully agree that, in a critical period of
total misery for his race, Beethoven felt in his heart yearning for a
born Führer-personality, and represented this feeling immediately in
a great work, the Eroica.[57]
National Socialists even intimated that Beethoven was himself a model Führer,
both artistic and political:
Beethoven appears to us today as one of the artistic Führer of epochal
dimensions from the German past who maintained German ideals
against ephemeral political and artistic trends....[58]
As a Führer, Beethoven was supposed to have assigned the German people a
"duty" (Verpflichtung):
to seek unity in multiplicity, to trace the forceful spiritual-soulful pow-
ers behind that unity, and to point out the link between these powers
and the movements and currents [running toward] the Beethovenian
future.[59]
Beethoven himself had been unable to complete this mission; neither had
nineteenth-century Germans unified the Volk.[60] But by following the newest
Führer, Germans could finally reach the völkisch "Beethovenian future":
We will constantly achieve success if we stride forward on the
highpoints of [our] spiritual heritage...: if we stride forward from
Beethoven to Hitler.[61]
Its composer deemed politically sound, Beethoven’s music was also incorporated
into National Socialist cultural propaganda. Nazi cultural politicians emphati-
cally promoted the idea that Beethoven’s compositions exemplified the greatness
of Germanic art, and the German race. Beethoven’s music is "indisputably
nordic," they said: after all, "the greatest nordic poetry of all times and peoples"
(denoted as Homer, Euripedes, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Goethe, and Schiller)
influenced him directly.[62] Fidelio, they asserted, "should be seen as the first
truly nordic opera."[63] All of his symphonies were renditions of "nordic-colored
heroism."[64] Every "cosmopolitan" interpretation of Beethoven’s music as car-
rying a "universal" message about man’s capacity to overcome some abstract
notion of "fate," the Nazis implied, is wrong. The fate that Beethoven worked to
surmount was "his own racial background, and it is for this that he should be
celebrated."[65]
Nazi ideologues were very open about appropriating Beethoven’s music. One
forthrightly recommended use of the Third Symphony to symbolize the new
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state:
The Eroica will certainly be very useful to musicians as well as the
musical Volk as a political symbol: as an idea of the state order
under which the national worth of life and the art of the nation will
be cared for.[66]
Interpretations of Beethoven’s music favored during the Third Reich highlighted
its heroic and military aspects: the Third Symphony was not a representation
of Napoleon, but a celebration of German patriotism[67]; the Fifth was held
up as a "heroische Sinfonie"[68]; and Beethoven’s military pieces were widely
discussed.
Nazi commentary also alluded to the supposed mystical link between the composer
and Hitler. The Third Symphony represented Beethoven’s "yearning for a born
Führer personality." According to Beethoven scholar Arnold Schering: "the vague
sense of per aspera ad astra in the Fifth Symphony" could be "understood as a
depiction of the fight for existence waged by a Volk which looks for its Führer and
finally finds it." If this view were popularized, Schering went on, the Fifth "could
be transformed into a symbol which would illuminate contemporary Germans in
the purest light of day."[69]
Strangely, the Ninth Symphony was not immediately included as part of Nazi
ideological symbolism. Some National Socialists considered it "suspect" because
the idea of "all men" becoming brothers did not go well with party ideology.[70]
In contrast to Beethoven’s "heroic symphonies," the Third and Fifth, Nazi hard-
liners regarded the "Symphony of Joy" with its "kiss for the whole world" as
"shameless." Especially during the Weimar Republic, performances of it were
in "crass discord with human and artistic feelings," according to Nazis.[71] The
"contradiction between ideal and reality did not allow one to forget, when hearing
the Chorus of Joy, that humanity was not yet worthy of following its fighting
prophets."[72] Until disturbing conditions in modern Germany were rectified,
Beethoven’s other works had to be emphasized.[73]
Once Nazi rule was secure, supporters asserted that the New Germany was much
closer to the achievement of the dream of the Ninth than the Weimar Republic
had been:
Today...the German Volk again stands united--the high ideal of
humanity of Schiller and Beethoven is starting to be fulfilled. The
band of joy is again wrapping itself around the nation....[74]
Nonetheless, before it could become an important part of the Nazi liturgy, the
Ninth had to be reinterpreted in purely German terms. Throughout the exis-
tence of the Third Reich, Nazi ideologues worked to eradicate "internationalist"
interpretations of Ninth.[75] Hans Joachim Moser’s contribution to the effort
went as follows:
His "Diesen Kuss der ganzen Welt" means anything but a desire to
fraternize with every Tom, Dick and Harry (as it was too willingly
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misunderstood back in Germany’s red years). It was much more an
[expression of] glowing devotion to the notion, the dream, the simple
idea of a humanity--as German as one can possibly conceive it![76]
As this and other examples attest, National Socialists constantly promoted the
notion most essential to their ideology in references to Beethoven: the need to
establish a united, racially pure "community." They also used Beethoven and his
music to convey a sense that Hitler’s rule would reestablish the stability they
had missed since the First World War. By playing Beethoven’s "traditional"
works often, Nazis hoped Germans would "feel at home" when they heard "their
music," or at least more secure than they had during the "System-Zeit," when
"unsettling" styles of progressive musical expression had been common:[77]
Every German able to listen to and explain musical experience
profoundly...will run up against something in the Ninth Symphony
which is perhaps best described as a "sense of the homeland": the
individual feels secure, as if "at home." He feels warmly surrounded
by old friends, [not only] because this type of music is familiar to us,
but because something of the blood and race of our own nature lives
in it.[78]
Like the Ancient Oak, the Holy Flame and references to the medieval past,
Beethoven’s music became a symbol meant to root the National Socialist state
in a longstanding tradition of Germanic strength and order.
National Socialist control of newspapers and journals compelled writers and
editors to present the party’s ideas about Beethoven and other German artists.
Likewise was pressure on the institutions of German scholarship effective. Many
important music scholars "did their duty" for the Third Reich by developing and
propagating the Nazi image of Beethoven in their work. Almost all facets of
the Nazi "Beethovenbild" described above were first formulated by important
musicologists. Among these were Hans Joachim Moser,[79] Walter Vetter,[80]
Max Unger,[81] Arnold Schering[82] and Ludwig Schiedermair. To maintain
their positions, these scholars had to do their part in Nazi propaganda efforts.
The obvious enthusiasm with which they did so, however, is a blot on the
tradition of Beethoven and general scholarship which is only now being revealed
in Germany.[83]
Adults were not the only people force-fed the National Socialist version of the
Beethoven myth. The Nazis felt it important to educate children about their
ideals and plans, since they would carry the program forth in coming eras of
the "Thousand Year Reich." An excellent example of Beethoven’s portrait in
didactic literature is found in Our Youth: A Book for Entertainment, Learning
and General Interest (Unseren Jungen: Ein Buch zur Unterhaltung, Belehrung,
und Beschäftigung). Published in 1937, Our Youth was a collection of stories
and anecdotes for the edification of German children. It included chapters on
"Boxing: the Fighting Sport of Our Youth," "Africa," "The Hero from Kolberg,"
"Old Frederick" [The "Sergeant King"], "The Birth of Radio," and "Ludwig van
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Beethoven."
The chapter on Beethoven contained all the elements one would expect in a
biographical sketch written for pedagogical purposes. Beethoven was presented
as having been a very hard worker, especially as a young man. It noted that he
wanted to overcome his lack of classical education by reading the great poets and
writers: he had even underlined a passage by Homer which said that sleeping
too much is shameful.[84] "Above all," Our Youth reported, Beethoven "never
whined." Even when he was turning deaf, "he took courage in his pain until his
heroic will helped him to get over this terrible turn in his fate and he was able
to return to his work."[85] In this publication for young people, Beethoven’s
self-discipline and intensive work habits were highlighted.
That was not all. Rehashing National Socialist versions of Beethoven’s rededica-
tion of the Third Symphony and the flight from Schloss Gratz,[86] Our Youth
led young readers to believe that the primary significance of his music was its
contribution to the defeat of Napoleon:
In [Beethoven’s] work everything that struggled to be expressed in
the enslaved German people is represented through monstrous waves
of music and a powerful language that would carry away and anger
its listeners.[87]
Thus were German youth taught to perceive Beethoven’s symphonies as nation-
alistic fight-songs.
Nazis used their Beethoven myth to intensively promote the idea of heroism. This
campaign was directed toward youth in particular. In an article entitled "Let’s
Ask the Young Generation: Beethoven? Yes, Beethoven!" Deutsche Musikkultur
argued that this composer manifested perfectly the goals which German youth
were striving for in the "new era": "heroic behavior, recognition of the tragedy
of life and untheatrical faith." To prove "how heroically Beethoven can make one
think, feel and act," this journal told the story of a First World War fighter-pilot
who had been shot down. For three days this "knightly" flier struggled against
death. But when the moment did come, he died with the word "Beethoven" on
his lips.[88] Stories like these goaded German youth to emulate the composer in
the same way this warrior had.
Besides pedagogical literature, Beethoven’s art was highlighted in the National
Socialist school curriculum. Journals of the National Socialist Teacher’s Union
(National Sozialistische Lehrerbundes) encouraged educators to read the "latest"
literature on Beethoven and consider his works as "depictions of nordic fate"
(nordische Schicksalsbilder).[89] One Nazi pedagogue "treasured" Beethoven’s
"idea-music" as the "teaching master (Lehrmeisterin) of the nation."[90] That
teachers introduced him into the classroom is affirmed by one who described the
effect of Beethoven’s music on her pupils.
After listening to Beethoven in her class, Ida Deeke reported in the Zeitschrift
für Musik, one boy was deeply affected: on the following day he came in with a
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"brooding face, as if his eyes were inner-directed." He worked through the morning
"furiously, feverishly," without speaking to his comrades. In the afternoon, he
broke down and cried. The next day, however,
it was as though light were emitting from him. His eyes gleamed like
suns, his brow was clear and free, his boyish mouth laughed proudly,
victoriously, while his hands worked with inexhaustible diligence,
not bitterly like the day before, but with joyous, jubilant, victorious
power. He had heard Beethoven for the first time in his young life
and only in the second night thereafter grasped its strength and
triumphant, exultant joy.[91]
Evidently, this boy was ready to participate in Beethoven-related activities
which Nazi cultural authorities arranged for him and his classmates. The party
promoted its Beethoven image within the ranks of children through a "Beethoven
Festival" administered by the Hitler Youth organization (Hitler Jugend). Part
of a large program of music education undertaken by the group,[92] the 1938
"Beethoven Festival of the Hitler Youth" at Bad Wildbad in the Black Forest
epitomized the National Socialist use of Beethoven’s music to motivate young
persons. Five hundred members of the Hitler Youth and the League of German
Girls (Bund Deutscher Mädel) were brought together for a three-day festival
of Beethoven’s music. In that time, all of Beethoven’s symphonies (except the
Ninth), three of the piano concertos, the Violin Concerto, both Romances, five
overtures and a handful of chamber works were performed by a "state orchestra."
"Lively directives about the life and fate of Beethoven" were given to the children
in order to "prepare a foundation" for them to understand him as a "role model"
(Vorbild).[93]
The tenor of these "directives" was unambiguous in the statements which opened
the festivities. Elly Ney, who played the piano concertos for the festival, inaugu-
rated the program by declaiming:
Beethoven for the Hitler-Youth! Lively German youth, you are
being carried away by the fire of enthusiasm. In you the desire for
Beauty, Truth and Heroism awakes and urges you toward action.
How beautiful it is for the participating German musicians to bring
you closer to Beethoven. This great German Master shakes the
soul through the incomprehensible miracle of his work. Powers
and forces threatened him terribly--but he found redemption in
his art work....Heroic is the essence of nordic art. Here it lives in
every tone....And this holy fire should ignite the hearts of youth,
awaken [in them] a sense of responsibility, strengthen them in battle,
comfort them in distress. So come, you German youth! Leave daily
concerns behind! In these days and hours we want to open ourselves
together to the currents of the soulful powers of our Volk. May great
and enlightened deeds in the service of the Führer grow from this
[experience]![94]
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The next speaker, Professor Max Strub, encouraged the young audience to think
of Beethoven during this music marathon in the following way:
His life was battle and triumph! His music, the accomplishment of
the highest clarity and purity. According to his statements, music is
not made to be heard superficially as entertainment. No, it should
ignite fire in the souls of the men, and [provide women with] an
ideal model of Womanhood, of which Beethoven created an eternal,
virtuous monument in his opera Fidelio.[95]
Later, the originator of this festival, Artur Haelssig, who also conducted the
orchestra, looked back on the event very proudly:
It was aimed at achieving the goal [of developing] a young generation
artistically and soulfully aligned with Beethoven [which would] know
no insecurity in the valuation of artistic and human things....In
this way will be created a German Man; a Man who is freed of all
liberal and foreign influences and legacies; the National Socialist
Man; the generation which will carry the future....At this decisive
moment I have forged a weapon in this Beethoven Festival. With
this weapon youth will prosecute the war. And [youth] will carry
out the struggle even quicker if we help it to limit the danger of
infection by cowardice, temptation by exhaustion, and the enticement
of unresisting, timid passivity, if we strengthen its understanding of
the joy to be experienced in fighting this battle....Since the Wildbad
Beethoven Festival of the HJ, my mind has been at ease. Because
through this festival youth grasped these ideas.
Haelssig was so excited about his accomplishment that he desired to found a
permanent "Beethoven Orchestra of the HJ" which would travel throughout
Germany "like a giant seed which goes out to plant smaller seeds" (vergleichbar
einem Riesen-Sämann, der ausgeht, seinen Samen zu legen). "It is almost
intoxicating to think" of what could happen, he went on to say, "if this Beethoven
Orchestra were to visit all German regions." Then,
every German boy, every BDM-girl would have a chance in their lives
to come close to this titan. What a community of music-listeners
would be provided for German music! What a source of power would
be developed for the German people![96]
Evidence does not indicated that Haelssig was given control of such a cultural-
political juggernaut. But to complement their journalistic, scholarly and edu-
cational programs, the Nazis did made use of the newest technologies of mass
communication. Following Goebbels’ edicts about modern propaganda tech-
niques, Nazis developed radio broadcasting as a medium for propagating ideology
to great effect. Through common cultural experiences produced by the Nazis on
the radio, the German Volk was to be drawn closer together than ever before:
Radio was...born with us [the NSDAP]: a child of our century. Like
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National Socialism, it can only be the carrier and herald of an idea
which demands neither individuals, nor classes, neither high or low,
poor or rich, but rather the Gemeinschaft, the whole, undivided
Volk.[97]
Beethoven’s music was a seminal aspect of National Socialist radio propaganda.
Articles in radio trade journals extolled the suitability of Beethoven’s music for
National Socialist radio programming. According to one, the best proof of radio’s
contribution to the Volk was its transmission of Beethoven’s music:
The important thing is whether the broadcast resonates in the soul
of the hearer, whether it releases free, joyous and festive feelings.
That a Beethoven symphony can achieve this is self-evident, and
will be constantly proven by the radio....Beethoven for everyone?
Absolutely!...In selecting this healthy, constructive, positive material,
[programmers] have made radio what it should and must be: a source
of strength for a Volk of 70 million people which fights under its
Führer in a hard struggle for its daily bread and for the place in the
sun it deserves.[98]
Another supporter of this policy put it this way:
Beethoven will bring the Volk together. Let his works sound in every
house through the magnificent medium of radio![99]
Working from these assumptions, Nazi radio authorities programmed a great
amount of Beethoven’s music.[100] It was often transmitted on the most popular
Nazi radio program, the "Request Concert" (Wunschkonzerte).[101] In 1935
German state radio broadcast a tour of the Beethovenhaus led by Ludwig
Schiedermair and ending in a performance of Beethoven chamber music.[102]
The most dramatic example of this propaganda technique was the "Beethoven
Cycle" (Beethoven-Zyklus) broadcast in January of 1934. Produced immediately
after the Nazis had gained full control of the German broadcast system, this
series was meant to symbolize the start of a "new phase" in the development of
radio in Germany.[103] Each night between January 14 and 25 (beginning at 9
p.m., so that working people could listen), a Beethoven symphony was broadcast
live.
According to the Reich Radio Society (Reichsrundfunk-gesellschaft) which gov-
erned the "new era" of German broadcasting, this "cycle" was a great success:
The Beethoven Week has been an incomparable achievement. It has
contributed to radio’s effort to conquer the whole German Volk. It
has [also helped] to forge the unfailing instrument which the Führer
needs to remain close to his Volk, which must thank him for so
much.[104]
The cycle was also celebrated for having contributed to the foreign-political
designs of the regime:
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Just as in Germany, Beethoven was heard in the rest of the world.
From Japan, over Finland, to North and South America, the broad-
cast companies of the world tuned to our station and transmitted
these German art works to their listeners....Even if politics were
not mentioned once in these broadcasts, and the word "propaganda"
never used, they were still a cultural advertisement of the greatest
style and deepest effect. The fact that Beethoven’s heroic German
music was made accessible to foreign peoples, awoke understanding
for the German nature, and thereby must have offset base lies, was a
great achievement of this work.[105]
Beethoven’s music was also an important feature of motion pictures which
the Nazis produced for their propaganda blitz. Concerts by major German
orchestras were filmed and shown in cinemas, among them a performance of the
Ninth Symphony led by Wilhelm Furtwängler.[106] Newsreels acclaiming the
achievements of Führer and party opened with the music of Beethoven’sWeihe des
Hauses.[107] A major newsreel created to inform the German people of the "Great
German Art Exhibition" in Munich in 1937 had no narration: it was accompanied
only by a recording of the first movement of Beethoven’s Second Symphony. This
synchronization, Berthold Hinz later noted, contributed to the "sacred aura" of
the exhibition.[108] In addition, Beethoven’s music was integrated into feature
movies: a 1936 U.F.A. film, Schlussakkord, depicted a conductor leading the
Ninth just before a major character committed suicide.[109] Beethoven’s piano
music was an important motif in the wartime film, Wunschkonzerte. This epitome
of Nazi Kitsch included a scene wherein a music student played a Beethoven
sonata for his roommates just before marching off to war. Later in the film, this
musician-soldier died while playing Bach’s music as if possessed on the organ of
a Gothic church under bombardment.[110]
Apart from modern media, more traditional methods of associating Beethoven
with the new Reich were also implemented. Had the Nazis completed all of
their plans for monumental construction in the "Thousand Year Reich," Bonn
and Frankfurt would have each gained new sculptures of the composer. Even
before the "seizure of power," plans were drawn up for an additional "Beethoven-
Denkmal" in Bonn, fashioned in the austere style characteristic of National
Socialist design.[111] When funds for this project ran out, 22,000 Reichsmark
were donated from Hitler’s private account, earning the Führer grateful thanks
in the press.[112]
The most important Nazi efforts to connect the music of Beethoven with their po-
litical liturgy were live performances. Many "traditional" concerts of Beethoven’s
music took place during the Third Reich.[113] Although often produced under
the auspices of a party patron (Schirmherr) and certainly attended by political
leaders, events such as the 1937 "Beethovenfeier in Lauenburg," the 1939 "Badener
Beethovenfest," ongoing festivals in Bonn and a multitude of other performances
of Beethoven’s music may have been relatively free of political significance. It
is important to note, nevertheless, that even in the case of such conventional
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events not everything was normal. As noted above, all Jewish musicians had
been removed from German orchestras. Those who remained in the country
were only allowed to play for symphonies associated with the Jewish Cultural
Organization (Jüdischer Kulturbund). These orchestras were prohibited from
performing the music of Beethoven.[114] The political significance of this void
must not be underestimated.
Beside patronizing some standard events and proscribing others, Nazi propagan-
dists were most concerned with arranging performances of Beethoven’s music as
part of party pageantry. Throughout the Nazi era, his compositions were enlisted
to serve as inspirational elements in National Socialist ceremonial events. The list
of these music-propagandistic applications is extensive. A few dramatic examples
signify that this was the culmination of the National Socialist politicization of
Beethoven and his music.
During the Third Reich, it was common practice to perform Beethoven’s Weihe
des Hauses, as well as the Coriolan and Egmont Overtures, at ceremonies
inaugurating cultural and political institutions.[115] The opening of the Reich-
skulturkammer itself was marked, before Goebbels’ speech on "German Culture
Before a New Beginning," with a performance of the Egmont Overture by the
Berlin Philharmonic under Wilhelm Furtwängler.[116] For the "Cultural Day of
the Party Congress" (Kulturtagung des Parteikongresses) in 1935, Hitler himself
requested that the Fifth Symphony be played at the Apollo-Theater in Nurem-
berg. Furtwängler, the scheduled conductor, talked his way out of performing,
so Peter Raabe directed the Egmont Overture instead.[117] The crowning event
of the musicological conference associated with the exhibition of "Degenerate
Music" (Entartete Musik) in 1938 was a performance of the Ninth Symphony
after speeches by Goebbels and the composer Richard Strauss.[118]
The effect of Beethoven’s music in National Socialist rituals can only be imagined.
Film records of such events do exist, but they do not convey the potency of these
rites. Perhaps the emotional content of these cultural-political "Gesamtkunst-
werke" was best described in a report by William Shirer. At the national NSDAP
rally in Nuremberg in 1934, Shirer attended a spectacle which included music by
Beethoven. Afterward he admitted:
I’m beginning to comprehend, I think, some of the reasons for Hitler’s
astounding success. Borrowing a chapter from the Roman church, he
is restoring pageantry and color and mysticism to the drab lives of
twentieth-century Germans. This morning’s opening meeting...was
more than a gorgeous show; it also had something of the mysticism
and religious fervor of an Easter or Christmas mass in a great Gothic
cathedral. The hall was a sea of brightly colored flags. Even Hitler’s
arrival was made dramatic. The band stopped playing. There was a
hush over the thirty thousand people packed in the hall. Then the
band struck up the Badenweiler Marsch, a very catchy tune, and used
only, I’m told, when Hitler makes his big entries. Hitler appeared
in the back of the auditorium, and followed by his aides, Göring,
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Goebbels, Hess, Himmler, and the others, he strode slowly down the
long centre aisle while thirty thousand hands were raised in salute.
It is a ritual, the old-timers say, which is always followed. Then an
immense symphony orchestra played Beethoven’s Egmont Overture.
Great Klieg lights played on the stage, where Hitler sat surrounded
by a hundred party officials and officers of the army and navy....In
such an atmosphere no wonder, then, that every word dropped by
Hitler seemed like an inspired Word from on high. Man’s--or at least
the German’s--critical faculty is swept away at such moments, and
every lie pronounced is accepted as the truth itself.[119]
The most telling use of Beethoven in the liturgical events of the National Socialist
"religion" was the playing of his music on Hitler’s birthday, both live and on
the radio. In 1937, at Goebbels’ request, Furtwängler conducted the Ninth
Symphony to honor the Führer. Apparently, the controversy over the "meaning"
of the Ninth had been settled, at least in Goebbels’ mind. According to his
newspaper, Der Angriff, playing this music was the perfect way to mark the
day because, "with its fighting and struggling," the piece denoted the Führer’s
capacity for "triumph and joyous victory."[120] In 1938, Herbert von Karajan
led his Aachen orchestra in a performance of Fidelio to mark Hitler’s birthday.
As a later commentator reminded, the Führer was not, as might be assumed
today, to be identified with Pizarro the jailor, but with Fidelio the savior.[121]
During wartime, Beethoven’s music continued to be broadcast on the eve of
Hitler’s birthday. On 19 April 1942, just after Hitler took control of the army
in Russia, Goebbels arranged a special birthday celebration to announce his
new role. The culmination of the ceremony was a performance of the Ninth. In
a speech given just before the music, Goebbels orchestrated the emotions he
expected this selection to evoke:
If ever the German nation felt itself united in one thought and one
will, then it is in the thought of serving and obeying [Hitler]. This
time, the sounds of the most heroic music of titans that ever flowed
from a Faustian German heart should raise this realization to a
serious and devotional height. When, at the end of our celebration,
the voices and instruments strike the tremendous closing chord of
the Ninth Symphony, when the exhilarating Chorale sounds joy
and carries a feeling for the greatness of these times into each and
every German cabin, when [Beethoven’s] hymn resounds over all
distant countries where German regiments stand guard, then we
want everyone, whether man, woman, child, soldier, farmer, worker
or civil servant, to be equally aware of the seriousness of the hour
and to experience the great happiness of being able to witness and
take part in this, the greatest historical epoch of our Volk.[122]
On 20 April 1945, Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony, supposedly the "Symphony of
Nazi Victory," was broadcast in honor of the Reichschancellor’s last birthday while
Russian guns pounded Berlin.[123] Finally, on 30 April 1945, the Grossdeutsche
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Rundfunk announced the death of Adolf Hitler. In his honor were read a few






As accompaniment to this poem, the music of Beethoven was pressed into one
last duty for the Third Reich. In this transmission, the Funeral March composed
by Beethoven "to celebrate the memory of a great man" was forced to serve as a
requiem for the Nazi "Führer."[125]
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